
Information Theory and Living OrganismsJuly, 20011 AbstratWe start with the de�nition of entropy and infor-mation in physis and engineering using the on-epts of state and symbol based in the theory ofprobability applied to spae and time respetively.The quantity of information and the level of orga-nization is proposed as the prinipal harateristiof life. It is alulated the quantity of informationin the geneti ode and the result is ompared withthe dimensions of time and spae of the universe.Based in those ideas we de�ne a total signal as afuntion of a mehanial deterministi signal and avital probabilisti signal. It is proposed a systemalled AnaSyn doing a mathematial Analysis inthe emission side of a ommuniation hannel and amathematial Synthesis in the reeiving side. Wepresent the hypothesis that the eletro-hemial a-tivity of the neurons of our brain is a kind of symbolof outer reality measuring its quantity of informa-tion. We present the hypothesis that the proba-bilisti laws of quantum physis maybe is a signof the presene of life within the atoms. We on-lude on how information theory born in engineer-ing ould make a sienti� link between physis andbiology.\The Urantia Book", paragraph 58.2 3:\And yet some of the less imaginative of yourmortal mehanists insist on viewing materialreation and human evolution as an aident.The Urantia midwayers have assembled over�fty thousand fats of physis and hemistrywhih they deem to be inompatible with thelaws of aidental hane, and whih theyontend unmistakably demonstrate the pres-ene of intelligent purpose in the material re-ation. And all of this takes no aount of theiratalogue of more than one hundred thou-sand �ndings outside the domain of physisand hemistry whih they maintain prove the

presene of mind in the planning, reation,and maintenane of the material osmos."2 EntropyThe theory of probability together with theonept of state give birth to statistialphysis [1℄ and the de�nition of entropy. En-tropy is a funtion of the number of equally proba-ble states of a physial system. To ount the num-ber of possible states of a physial system we use amathematial tool of probability theory alled om-binatory analysis. Suppose for example we have asystem of two magnets an eah one ould be ori-ented up or down. What is the number of states oforientation possible for the 2 magnets? The num-ber n2 of possible states is 2 possibilities for the �rstmagnet times 2 possibilities for the seond, mathe-matially: n2 = 2� 2 = 22 = 4states (1)Suppose now that we have another similar physi-al system with 3 magnets, in this ase the numbern3 of possible states is:n3 = 2� 2� 2 = 23 = 8states (2)Now suppose that we unite the two systemsabove and form a new one with a total of 5 mag-nets. In this ase n5 is given by:n5 = 2� 2� 2� 2� 2 = 25 = 32states (3)We said that entropy is a funtion of the num-ber of states of a system. The hosen funtion islogarithm. Entropy is the logarithm of thenumber of equally probable states of a phys-ial system. One motive for this hoie is that wedesire that the entropy of a system made by the1



union of two others be the sum of the entropy ofthem. And in fat the entropy of the above sys-tem with 5 magnets made by the union of the twoothers omposed by 2 and 3 magnets is given by:lnn5 = ln 25 = 5 � ln 2 = 2 � ln 2 + 3 � ln 2) lnn5 = ln 22 + ln 23 = lnn2 + lnn3 (4)As we an see the most right member of thisequation is the sum of the entropy of a systemof 2 and 3 magnets respetively. In onlusionthe mathematial de�nition of the entropy of aphysial system with a ertain number of possibleequally probable states is:entropy = logarithm (number of states)3 InformationThe quantity of information that ould be storedin the memory of a digital omputer with a ertainnumber of equally probable states is:information = logarithm (number of states)The memory of our digital omputers is om-posed by elements that ould be in one of twostates. Those bistate elements are alled binarydigits or briey bits. If we have 8 binary digits to-gether eah one with two possible states, the totalnumber n8 of states of this system of 8 bits is:n8 = 28 = 256states (5)For numerial simpliity we hoose the logarith-mi base 2 to alulate preisely the quantity ofinformation in engineering of binary digital om-puters. So a system with 8 binary digits withequally probable estates is apable to store a er-tain amount of information given by:Information = log 2(n8) = log 2(28) = 8bits (6)The probability of the event of a state in a systemapable of a given number \n" of equally probablepossible states is given by:Probability = 1n (7)

This implies in the ase of equally probable statesthat: Information = log 2(n) = log 2( 11n )) Information = log 2( 1probability ) (8)In his memorable paper, Shannon [2℄, the fatherof information theory, analyze the quantity of infor-mation that we an transmit in a ommuniationhannel with a ertain ondition of noisy. He asso-iate eah possible state of a ommuniation han-nel to a symbol of an alphabet. In this pratialase the event of a state or symbol ould happen indi�erent probabilities. So with states and symbolsthat are not equally probable the information \I"transmitted by a symbol with the probability \P"of ourrene is given by:Inform: = I = log 2 1probability = log 2 1P (9)Information is the logarithm of the inverseof the probability of a symbol. This symbolould be the state of the memory of a omputer lo-alized in spae. This symbol ould be an event ina ommuniation hannel that happen in a momentof time. Symbol, state, spae. Symbol, event, time.Through the generalization of the onept of sym-bol we will generalize the onept of informationand its theory on setion 8.4 Life\The Urantia Book", paragraphs 58.6 2-3: \Although the evolution of vegetable lifean be traed into animal life, and thoughthere have been found graduated series ofplants and animals whih progressively leadup from the most simple to the most om-plex and advaned organisms, you will notbe able to �nd suh onneting links betweenthe great divisions of the animal kingdom norbetween the highest of the prehuman animaltypes and the dawn men of the human raes.These so-alled `missing links' will forever re-main missing, for the simple reason that theynever existed."\From era to era radially new speies ofanimal life arise. They do not evolve as the2



result of the gradual aumulation of smallvariations; they appear as full-edged andnew orders of life, and they appear suddenly."The states and the movements of the livingorganisms has a little probability to happennaturally in dead matter and onsequentlythose states has a high quantity of infor-mation. It is very little the probability that anorganism be made suddenly by atoms from deadmatter that reunite in a region of spae formingall moleules, tissues, organs and the whole bodyof this organism. Aording to physial laws it isvery little the probability that all atoms of somekilograms of matter, suddenly move in up diretionand be raised ontrary to the fore of gravity. Yetthis unprovable movement happens when I raisedmy little hild with my arms. The state of organi-zation and the surprising movements of life is veryunprovable to happen naturally from dead matteraording to the laws of physis. Little probabilityimplies big quantity of information beause:Information = log 2 1prob: = log 2 1little) Information = log 2(big) = big (10)The words organ and organism ome from orga-nization. The bodies of the living beings are in astate of high level of organization. This state haslittle probability to happen from dead matter andbeause of that the quantity of information of thesystem is big. Also the engines made by manare a sign of the presene of life and of anintelligent organizer. There is a little probabil-ity that the atoms of dead matter suddenly forms ahouse, a ar, a omputer an other human's engines.Beause it is so unprovable that those engines ap-peared without a reator, this physial systems arein a state of high level of organization and of quan-tity of information.Beause of those fats we are presentingin this artile the quantity of information,in the state and movements of a system, asa sienti� measure of the presene of life.If we see, the energeti and hemial analyses of aphysial system, we an not be sure if it is aliveor dead. Energy, mass and other physial quanti-ties from physial theories are more appliable tothe study of dead bodies. It is important to men-

tion also that information is a quantity with-out physial dimension. This is so beause oftwo mathematial auses: 1 - the frequeny of astate or event neessary to alulate the probabil-ity is a pure number; 2 - the logarithmi funtionof the inverse of probability neessary to alulatethe quantity of information, has the property totransform the physial quantities in adimensionalones.As a pratial onsequene let us analyze thelevel of organization and the quantity of infor-mation of virus and rystals, that are sys-tems in the boundary of the living and deadkingdom. Some biologists don't even onsidervirus as a living being beause they don't have a lotof harateristis of other organisms. Virus onsistonly of a geneti moleule unfolded by a \proteiover". They don't move or grow by itself. Theydon't have an energeti or hemial metabolism.They reprodue themselves using the struture ofother living ells. And they an be rystallized likestones and remain the same for thousands of year.So what is the only harateristi of life in virus?It is the level of organization and the high quantityof information in its geneti ode. Beause of thatwe would say that the information arried in thestate of matter in virus is one of the only marks oflife in this miro system. At the other side, in thedead kingdom, rystals are one of the material sub-stanes with great level of organization. This levelof organization, and onsequently high quantity ofinformation, would imply that rystals have moreof the \life mark" them others dead substane. Andin fat, eah rystals has a harateristi form thatmultiply itself when put in an adequate amorphoussubstrate. We even say that rystals are seeds thatwe plow and that grow up in the substrate. Sorystals, the dead substane with greater quantityof information, has a kind of reproduibility har-ateristi whih is a life property. This fat is onemore in favor of the idea that the quantity of infor-mation is the prinipal mark of life.The quantity of information inreases with theinverse of the probability of a state in a region ofspae, and of an event in time. If we analyze theprobability of the state of matter loalized in a re-gion of the spae, in general whenever we alulatea great quantity of information we have �nd theposition of a living organism. The state of organi-zation of the bodies of life is unprovable in a dead3



matter and, beause of that, full of information. Insetion 5 we will alulate the quantity of informa-tion in the human genome. On the other side if weompute the probability of the event or movementin time, we an also detet the presene of life. Thedead bodies move in a most preditable way thanthe living organisms. The surprising movements oflife are full of information. We will see in setion6 that the only information in a moving sene arethe vital signals that ome from life. Mehanialmovements of a dead body, determinate fully bya mathematial equation, don't arry any new in-formation. This fat will be used in setion 7 topropose a system of ommuniation apable to �ndand transmit the only real information in a movingsene, that are the vital signals.5 Genome\The Urantia Book", paragraph 62.0 1:\ABOUT one million years ago the immedi-ate anestors of mankind made their appear-ane by three suessive and sudden muta-tions stemming from early stok of the lemurtype of plaental mammal. The dominantfators of these early lemurs were derivedfrom the western or later Amerian groupof the evolving life plasm. But before es-tablishing the diret line of human anestry,this strain was reinfored by ontributionsfrom the entral life implantation evolved inAfria. The eastern life group ontributed lit-tle or nothing to the atual prodution of thehuman speies."We will alulate the number of possibleombinations of our geneti ode. Aordingto reent researh the human genome have near 3.2billions of nulei bases. Eah one of those basesould be one of four types in the geneti hain. Thisgive a number \N" of possible ombinations of:N = 43;200;000;000 (11)This number has more than one billion of har-aters. Only to write it, we would �ll more than400000 pages with 2500 haraters in eah one ofthem. Those pages are suÆient to form 4000books with 100 pages eah one. This ould �ll 100levels of staks with 40 books in eah. Those lev-els ould ompose 10 staks with 10 levels eah one

�lling a little library with books neessary only towrite this big number in deimal notation. In aondition where all those possibles geneti odesare equally probable, the probability \P" to getthe unique ombination of your genome betweenall possibilities is:P = 143;200;000;000 = 4�3;200;000;000 (12)This little probability and great luk arries aquantity of information \I" given by:I = log 2 1P = 3:2� 109 log 24 = 6:4� 109bits (13)Now let us alulate the number of possible ge-neti odes that we would have if sine the be-ginning of the universe, we hoose at eahseond new geneti ombinations, for a sub-stane with one mol of human genomes bylitter, �lling the whole present volume of theknown universe. It is estimate that the age of theuniverse is something at the order of 10 billions ofyears. This time in seonds would give a period of:age = 3:1536 � 1017seonds (14)Multiplying this time by the speed of light andalulating the volume of the sphere so formed wewould have an estimative of the volume of the uni-verse of: volume = 3:547 � 1081litters (15)Now imagine that eah litter of this whole volumeis �lled by one mol of human genomes. One molof this substane will have 6 � 1023 geneti odes.Suppose that sine the beginning of the universeat eah seond eah human genome of the abovedesribed substane �lling the whole volume of theuniverse \try" a new ombination. What is thetotal number \n" of ombinations formed in thatway? n = age� volume�mol) n = 3:15 � 1017 � 3:54 � 1081 � 6 � 1023) n = 6:711 � 10122 (16)This number of ombinations will be suf-�ient with luk to ahieve the right se-quene of a geneti hain with only 204 nu-lei bases. But this is near the size of the most4



little gene of the human genome with a total of3.2 billions of nulei bases. The fat is that evenif we onsider natural seletion and ombined re-prodution the total number of new genomes onearth sine life begin is by far muh little than thenumber of ombinations in the whole volume of theuniverse sine its beginning in the way alulatedabove. The obvious onlusion is that: the humangenome is so muh organized and full of informa-tion that it is almost impossible that it omes fromhaoti dead matter.6 Vital SignalsIn anterior setion we analyze the information al-ulated based on the probability of the state of om-bination of our geneti ode. The probability oforganization of a state in spae is used to alu-late the entropy of a system in statistial physis.In engineering, the probability of an event in timeis used to alulate the quantity of information ina ommuniation hannel. The great quantity ofinformation in living organisms appears not onlyin its great state of organization in spae but alsoin its surprising free movements in time. We willprove in this setion that almost all informationin a moving system is in life movements thatwe will all vital signals. From this proof wewill propose in the next setion a pratial systemof ommuniation of information.We will all total signal to any transmissible sig-nal. The total signal is a funtion of a deter-ministi signal and a vital signal. The deter-ministi signal is the part with future values totallydeterminate by a mathematial equation. The vitalsignal is the remaining informative part. In math-ematial language:signaltotal = funtion(signaldeterministi; signalvital)(17)We state that the information of the total sig-nal is in the vital signal beause the vital signalis the only surprising, unpreditable, probabilistior stohasti part of the total. The future val-ues of the deterministi signal is by de�ni-tion totally determinate by a mathematialequation. So the probability of reeive a determi-nate value of a deterministi signal is always \1".

If the probability of a determinate value is \1" theinformation that it arries is \0" beause:information = log 2 1probability) information = log 2 11 = log 21 = 0 (18)There is another way to prove that the infor-mation transmitted in a mathematially pre-ditable deterministi signal is zero. Supposethat we want to transmit a video signal of themovements of the sun and the planets of our so-lar system. Also, suppose that those movementsobey with preision the physial equations of las-sial mehanis [3℄. And that we transmit througha ommuniation hannel, in a �nite interval oftime, the equations and the initial values of themovement. Finally suppose that the reeiving sidewith this information about the initial positionsand veloities of those elestial bodies and withthe knowledge of the equations that desribe theirmovements, alulate all future positions and re-onstrut the video signal for an in�nite time. Ifthere is any information in a �nite duration of theabove desribed video signal it will be possible totransmit an in�nite quantity of information in a �-nite amount of time. The in�nite information ofthe video reonstruted for an in�nite time wouldbe transmitted in the �nite amount of time nees-sary to transmit the initial state and the equationsof movement of the video signal. The same paradoxwill happen to all determinate signal, beause wean transmit the parameters an equations in a �niteamount of time and the reeiving side an determi-nate the future values of all in�nite time ahead.The obvious solution to this paradox is onludethat the information in a determinate signal is \0"for a �nite and in�nite amount of time.The vital and essential part of a signal is the onlyinformative of the total. By de�nition the vital sig-nal is the part of the total that ould not be deter-minate exatly by a mathematial equation. Vitalsignals are probabilisti signals. We hoose theterm vital beause in general life movements arethe part of a signal that we an't put in a deter-ministi and exat mathematial equation. It isimportant to remember that omplex systems alsogenerate probabilisti signals. And we rememberalso in setion 9 that the laws of quantum physisare probabilisti. We mention also that in a er-5
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tain sense a deterministi mathematial equationis a partiular ase of a probabilisti one, the asewhere the probability is one.7 AnaSynLast setion establish the theoreti bases of a om-muniation system alled anasyn. In engeneeringof ommuniation, MoDem Modulate andDemodulate, CoDe Codify and Deodifyand AnaSyn will Analyze and Synthesize thesignal in the emitter and reeiver side of theommuniation hannel, respetively. In theemitter side anasin will analyze and separate thedeterminate and the vital parts of the total signal.The mathematial analyze will also verify whihanalytial equation or transform best desribe thetotal. The result of that analyze gives the mathe-matial desription of the determine part. Extrat-ing the deterministi part, of the total signal, willresult in the vital part. The other side of the om-muniation hannel reeive the equations and pa-rameters of the determinate and the vital signal.Than the anasin synthesize the determinate partand alulate the total signal as a funtion also ofthe vital part. This system of ommuniation isshown in the diagram 7:Obviously the analysis of the signal is not onlymathematial but also physial. The knowledgeabout the physial soure, transmission en-vironment and measurement instrument ofthe signal is important in the de�nition ofthe type of equation we should look for inour analyses. For example, if we have a video sig-

nal, the determinate part would be a three dimen-sional model of the environment and the objets ofthe sene ruled aording to the laws of eulideangeometry and of lassial physis. The vital part ofthe signal would be the movements realized by theliving beings of the sene. There is a famous gamein the Internet alled: \Quake", that do this pro-edure in a ertain sense. \Quake" is a �ght thatour in di�erent arhiteture environments, eahplayer is a soldier that moves and see the otherspartiipants moving also. The movements go in asurprising quik way even in low speeds of the oldInternet. To ahieve that quikness, the geometryof all environments, the number, form and uniformsof all players, are know in eah side before the gamestarts. In other words: the determinate part, of thevideo signal of the game, is known with anteipa-tion. So, only the movements of the living playersis transmitted. Those movements of the playersare the vital part of the total signal, the part thatarries new information and is transmitted as soonas it omes. Suppose now that we are transmit-ting the speeh of a person in a webphone throughthe Internet. We an imagine that �rst the anasynsystem apture the personal harateristis of thevoie of eah speaker. Those unhanged equationsand parameters of the speakers are the determinatepart of the speeh signal that is transmitted be-fore the onversation starts. In this ase, the vitalpart may be omposed by the reognized haratersand words, and by the intonation of the speakers.We know that this mathematial and physialanalysis is not trivial. But in theory we know thatthere are physial laws that desribe in a great ex-tension the movements of dead bodies and systems.We know also that the movements of living organ-isms are a part of physial reality very omplexto �t in exat mathematial equations. Obviouslythere are also movements of physial systems veryomplex like the waves in the oean and the loudsin the sky. There will be ases where the separa-tion between the determinate and the probabilistisignal will not be lear. There is also noise and thelimitation of our measure instruments. Some timeswe will have diÆult to �nd the best mathemati-al model for a given situation. Those all are openproblems of this infant theory of informationof vital signals.To onlude this setion let us give an example ofan anasyn. Suppose we desire to transmit the video6



signal of a omputer monitor with a stati bak-ground onstituted by a bottom-up blue degradeand the dynami movements of a pointer ontrolledby a mouse. The image of the bakground is the de-terminate signal and the movements of the pointeris the vital part onneted to the hand of the om-puter's user. The anasyn would �rst transmit theequation that desribe the bakground. The deter-minate signal given in this ase by:lightblue = (heightmax � height)heightmax (19)Where the \lightblue" is the intensity from 0 to1 of the blue part of a trihromati pixel of thebakground image in the monitor. The vertial o-ordinate of the pixel is the \height" and the maxi-mum value of \height", in the top of the sreen ina artesian system, is the \heightmax". With thisbakground image equation transmitted, we neednow only to transmit the future positions of thepointer, in the sreen of the omputer, to reon-strut the video of the system. The hanging po-sitions of the pointer is the vital part of the totalimage signal. With the anasyn system desribedabove the rate of bits to transmit will be only theneessary to iniially transmit the desriptors of theequation of the bakground image, and after that,less than 23 bits to transmit one artesian oorde-nate of the pointer when it moves. If we desire totransmit this video without any kind of odi�ationat a rate of 20 images per seond in a monitor of800x600 pixels of 24 bits for olor in eah one wewill need 20 � 800 � 600 � 24 = 230; 400; 000 bitsper seond to transmit the video. This means thatin this ase with the anasyn we attain a rateof ompression of more than 10,000,000 to 1.8 Brain\The Urantia Book", paragraph 42.11 1: \Inthe evaluation and reognition of mind itshould be remembered that the universe isneither mehanial nor magial; it is a re-ation of mind and a mehanism of law. Butwhile in pratial appliation the laws of na-ture operate in what seems to be the dualrealms of the physial and the spiritual, inreality they are one. The First Soure andCenter is the primal ause of all materializa-tion and at the same time the �rst and �-

nal Father of all spirits. The Paradise Fatherappears personally in the extra-Havona uni-verses only as pure energy and pure spirit -as the Thought Adjusters and other similarfragmentations."In this setion we present the hypothe-sis that the eletro-hemial ativity of theneurons of our brain is a kind of symbol ofouter reality measuring its quantity of infor-mation. The adaptation and the logarithmi law,of our sensorial neurons, suggests that we measureinformation of outer reality with our senses. Weshow by example that the physial nature of a sym-bol is not essential for its funtion. So the eletro-hemial ativity of our nervous system ould bealso a kind of symbol of the objets of outer re-ality. With this generalization of the onept ofsymbol we amplify the onept of spae and timeand �nally of information. Based on that, thefrequeny of pulses eletro-hemials in a neuronwould be the frequeny of ourrene of a symbol ofpast events in the region of its dendrites and futureevents in the region of its synapses. The strength ofthe onnetions between neurons would be a fun-tion of the oeÆient of orrelation and the ondi-tional probability between the symbols representedby those neurons.The adaptation and the logarithmi law,of our sensorial neurons, suggests that wemeasure information of outer reality withour senses. The quantity of information inreaseswith hanges on time and spae. In our nervoussystem, adaptation and lateral inhibition inreasethe frequeny, of neuronal eletro-hemial ativ-ity, with hanges on time and spae. Adaptationis the harateristi of the majority of our sensoryneurons, of derease the frequeny, of its eletro-hemial pulses, when the physial stimulus stabi-lize in a ertain level. When a new physial stim-ulus reah our senses, there is an inrease of thefrequeny of pulses in the sensorial neurons. Ifthe stimulus persist unhanged, the frequeny de-reases adapting the nervous system to its invari-ant situation. Beause of that we adapt and aos-tume to smells and tatile stimulus whenever wepersist in the same environment. In other words,the frequeny of eletro-hemial pulses in our sen-sory neurons inrease when there is a raising hangein the physial stimulus, and derease when there is7



no hange. In the retina of the human eye there isa neurologial iruit, alled lateral inhibition, thatinreases the fruequeny of pulses of the neuronswhen it detets hanges in the intensity of light inthe region of the retina. Eah sensory neuron ofthe retina of the eye is linked to its neighborhoodthrough inhibitory onnetions. This iruit, alledlateral inhibition, has the property to magnify mostthe borders of a visual objet. It magnify the re-gions of hange of the intensity of light in the spaeof the retina. The eye is very sensible to hangesand movements in the visual �eld. All those fatsprove the thesis that our pereption, like the quan-tity of information, inrease with hanges in timeand spae.Also from experimental measurements it isproved that the frequeny of the eletro-hemialpulses in our sensory neurons is the logarithmi ofthe intensity of the physial stimulus. In ognitiveexperiments subjets delare that when the phys-ial stimulus is multiplied by the same quantitythey pereive the same additive inrease. A geo-metri hange translated into an arithmeti hangeis also a property of logarithmi funtion as we sawin equation 4. The logarithm is also the funtionthat we use to measure the quantity of information.In fat, when we want to store an integer quantityas an information in the memory of a omputerwe use a number of bits of information alulatedas the logarithm on the base two of that quan-tity. The fat that the logarithmi funtion ispresent in our sensory nervous system sug-gest us that we are measuring informationwith our senses.The idea, that our neurologial ativity is a kindof symbol of the exterior objets, also ontribute tothe thesis that our pereption measure the quantityof information of outer reality. This is so, beauseinformation is a funtion of the probability of asymbol. The �rst diÆult to this thesis is that thephysial nature of the brain is omplete di�erent ofthe omputer and the symbols of a language. Let usanalyze the importane of the physial onstituentsof the symbols. We an symbolize the same objetwith symbols of omplete di�erent physial nature.The same objet ould be symbolized by the drawof a written word, by the sound of a spoken word,by the eletromagneti waves of a word broadastedby a radio station and �nally by relays, or valves,or transistors, or optial disks, or magneti tapes

in the memory of a omputer. This suggest usthat the physial nature of the same symbol ouldbe very di�erent, maybe beause it is not impor-tant to its symboli funtion. In fat informationis an adimensional quantity without physial di-mension. This is beause the logarithmi funtionmake adimensional physial quantities. Also theprobability of a symbol is alulated with a purenumber that is the frequeny, in time or spae, ofthat symbol. Those fats motivate us to say that apure abstrat symbol is something without physi-al substrat, that information is something with-out physial form. The symbols and the infor-mation are in a ertain sense immaterial likethe ideas.On the other way we will say that our ideas, per-eptions and in general the eletro-hemial a-tivity of our nervous system is a kind of sym-bol of the objets of outer reality. This is thekey hypothesis in our generalization of the oneptof symbol and onsequently of information theory.Those ideas was born with omputers and its analo-gies with the brain. In this ontext, the symbols hasthe property of existene related to the existeneof the symbolized objet. In this sense the eletro-hemial ativity in the auditory nerve is a symbolof the sound beause its existene is related to theexistene of sound in the ohlea of our ears. Andso the eletro-hemial ativity in our optial nerveis a symbol of light beause its existene is relatedto the existene of light in the retina of our eyes. Ingeneral we an say that the eletro-hemial ativ-ity of all sensory and a�erent neurons is a symbol ofthe outer physial stimulus that aused this ativ-ity, beause the existene of this ativity is ausedand related to the physial stimulus. Also we ansay that the eletro-hemial ativity of our motorand e�erent neurons are a symbol of the movementsof our musles beause those movements are ausedand related to this ativity. The ativity of all ner-vous system is diret or indiret related to objetsof reality. This ativity exist as ause, onsequene,sometimes simultaneous and always in relation toobjets of di�erent physial nature.The quantity of information is the logarithm ofthe inverse of the probability of a generalizedsymbol in generalized spae-time. A general-ized spae is a set of possibles symbols of a system.In a omputer, the possible symbols are the statesof its memory. In the brain, those symbols are the8



eletro-hemial ativity of its neurons. A general-ized time is a \ompass" that mark the movementsand hanges of the variable symbols of a system. Ina omputer, the mahine lok marks the hangesof its symbols. In the brain, time will pass with thehanges in the frequeny of the eletro-hemial a-tivity of the simbolizing neurons above mentioned.But if we make the hypothesis, that all ategoriesare simbolized in our brain and its ativity is akind of symbol of reality, the physial spae andtime would be a partiular ase of the spae-timegeneralized above, with a speial kind of metri andontinuity relations between the symbols of statesand its movements.Basially the eletro-hemial ativity of our neu-rons onsists in pulses of despolarization in itsmembrane. In the rest state, beause of the a-tive transport of ��ons of sodium and potassium,there is di�erene, in the onentration of ions, be-tween the ytoplasm and the extraellular environ-ment of the neurons. This auses a di�erene ofvoltage of -70 mili-volts between the exterior andinterior of the ell. When the di�erene of po-tential, through the membrane of the body of theneurons, ross a threshold, some hannels in themembrane open. This promote and abrupt di�u-sion of ions and the despolarization of the mem-brane. This eletro-hemial ativity of the elularmembrane, propagate from the body of the neu-ron, through its axons, reahing its synapti termi-nations. The global e�et is that prolongations ofthe body of the neuron alled dendrites do a kindof addition. When the summed voltage reah athreshold, pulses of despolarization begin to prop-agate along the axon of the neuron. The frequenyof those pulses inreases as a funtion of the inten-sity of the stimulus. As we have saw before, theeletro-hemial ativity of the neurons is a kindof symbol of something. This ativity is aused bystimulus in the region of the dendrites and as a on-sequene promote eletro-hemial ativity in itssynapti terminations. Beause of that we say thatthe frequeny of the eletro-hemial pulsesin a neuron is the frequeny of ourreneof a symbol of past events in the region ofits dendrites and future events in the regionof its synapses.This eletro-hemial ativity is transmittedfrom neuron to neuron through onnetions alledsynapses. There is inhibitory and exitatory

synapses. The instant ativity of a neuron is moreeasy to measure than the modi�ations of its on-netions beause those modi�ations our slowly.Yet Kandell [4℄ proves the hypothesis of Hebbwhereby the strength of the synapti onnetionsinrease if it is simultaneous the eletro-hemialativity of the neurons post and pre synapti. Itis known also that the number and size of the neu-ronal onnetions in old people is bigger than inhildren. This suggest that memory and learnedexperiene is stored at least in part in the synap-ti onnetions. Also neurobiologial experienesshows that if we ut a nerve in a ertain region, theanterior neurons die. There are a lot of experimentsshowing how the simultaneous eletro-hemial a-tivity of neurons inuene their inter-onnetions.The ontribution of this artile is to give a hypo-thetial probabilisti meaning to the onnetionsbetween neurons. Beause we believe that the fre-queny of the eletro-hemial pulses of a neuron isthe frequeny of a symbol, we would say that: thestrength of the onnetions between neuronsare funtion of the oeÆient of orrelationand the onditional probability between thesymbols represented by the eletro-hemialativity of those neurons.9 Physis\The Urantia Book", paragraph 42.7 10:\The �rst twenty-seven atoms, those ontain-ing from one to twenty-seven orbital ele-trons, are more easy of omprehension thanthe rest. From twenty-eight upward we en-ounter more and more of the unpreditabil-ity of the supposed presene of the Unqual-i�ed Absolute. But some of this eletroniunpreditability is due to di�erential ultima-toni axial revolutionary veloities and to theunexplained `huddling' prolivity of ultima-tons. Other inuenes - physial, eletrial,magneti, and gravitational - also operate toprodue variable eletroni behavior. Atomstherefore are similar to persons as to pre-ditability. Statistiians may announe lawsgoverning a large number of either atoms orpersons but not for a single individual atomor person."In this setion we present the hypothe-sis that the probabilisti laws of quantum9



physis may be a sign of the presene of lifewithin the atoms. In the �rst half of XX en-tury the quantum theory introdued probabilistilaws to desribe the movements of atomi partiles.Those proved probabilisti laws may be an india-tion that the atomi world is muh more omplexthan we presently believe. It is possible that thereis life and a pattern of \solar system" within theatom, and that those probabilisti laws are a kindof statisti of this omplex atomi world.On XIX entury, done to the great suess oflassial physis, some ones believed that we areliving in a deterministi world. For them if wasgiven us the possibility to know the initial positionand veloity of all matter bodies of the universe, wean determinate all movements and future state ofeverything. In fat this happen to a ertain extendto the elestial bodies. A natural extension of thisway of thought is believe that this happens alsoin the atomi sale. But a lot of physial experi-ments like the radiation of blak body, the photoeletri e�et, the hydrogen optial spetrum, thewave properties of the eletrons indiate a di�erentreality in the atom. Conepts of quantization ofenergy and the wave-partile duality of matter andradiation ulminate with the famous wave equationof Shroedinger [5℄ and the probabilisti interpre-tation of this equation. Partiles was desribed by�eld equations and the values of the �eld in a er-tain position indiate the probability of the partileto be in that position. So the position and mo-mentum, the time and energy and derived physialquantities are given a probabilisti value instead adeterminate one.Those probabilisti laws was proved by more re-�ned experiments that beome possible with teh-nologial development. But it is an open problemthe motive why those probabilisti laws exist. Someone ould believe that the atomi partiles are likedies of a probabilisti game. Others may believethat the atomi world is so omplex as the humansoiety and that the probabilisti laws are a kindof statisti of this integrate omplexity. In fat agreat number of atomi partiles has been desribedin partile's aelerators. Also, in the theoretialbranh of physis, six new ompat spaial dimen-sions, three extended spaial dimensions, and thetime, seems to ompose a 10 dimensional physis, inthe theories of superstrings, that present an uni�edexplanation of the fore �elds and the partiles of

the universe. So experimentally and theoretiallythe omplexity of the universe has inreased. Thisomplexity may explain the probabilisti ob-servations and laws of the quanti physis.But as we have seen through this whole artile,organization, probability and omplexity is a markof life. Beause, the states and movements of livingorganisms are omplex and probabilisti, we alledthem vital and show in whih sense they are fullof information. The simple and determinate sys-tems, that are desribed by exat mathematialequations, hold less information. The states andmovements of those systems was alled determi-nate signals. Beause, probability and statistiallaws are the ones that best desribe life states andmovements, we are saying here that the probabilis-ti laws of atomi sale physis may be explained bythe presene of life within the atom. To prove thishypothesis it will be neessary to understand themaro omportment of life. The study of the wholeuniverse will be important to understand eah in-dividual part of this universe, if in some form theseed of the whole is present in the enter of eahnot-divisible part, eah a-tomi1 part of this uni-versal whole. This study may estimulate a moremultidisiplinary and holisti aproah in the stu-dents of the shool of life.10 ConlusionWe onlude on how information theoryborn in engineering ould made a sienti�link between physis and biology. It is knownthat the physial laws explain and antiipate withpreision only the movements of some dead sys-tems. The law of gravity is frequently being op-posed by the hands of the basketball players. Sothere is a separation between the laws of physisand biology, a gap between dead and living systems.The theory of probability, the advent of omputersand �nally the theory of information, brings to si-ene a ontribution to diminish this separation andgap.1A-tomi means not divisible, whithout divisions,whithout \tomos".10
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